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Happy Cinco de Mayo...or May the Fourth be with you. Either way...Hi ! 

We still have a lot of great items in the warehouse for you. 

Not a lot of shipments this week. 

So im going to highlight some gems that we have currently. 

If you want to know if we have something, please email me. 

 

Thank you for accepting my weekly newsletters, 

 

Robert Ehrig 



If you think you wanted Wolf but its out of $ range, Consider this Beauty. Red knobs and all. 

Built to last and with huge 25k burners and convection oven. 

American Range ARROB848   for only  $ 6899.99   brand new !!! 



Or how about this beautiful piece.  Black La Cornue 1908 with brass trim. 

This 36” dual fuel range has 5 burners and an electric oven. 



Finally back in stock, this DCS  36” gas range with 6 burners is in impeccable shape. 

Model # RGV366    for     ONLY  $ 3799.99 



Or this last of the Viking for a couple more weeks.  36” gas range with griddle 

VGCC5364GSS   Our Price   $ 4499.99 



We have a few of these nice Bosch 30” gas ranges with 5 burners and storage drawer 

These are true  “slide-in” ranges and only $ 1349..99 



These two beauties are still gracing our showroom. Thermador Professional 

Double Oven and Microwave / Oven Combo unit 



And I know someone wants one of these built in coffee makers in their home. 

Grinds whole beans reservoir unit (no leaks) and frother.  Only $ 1899.99  



DCS 30” Cooktop with all big burners will transform you smaller kitchen to cook big 

At  $799.99  is a small price for BIG performance. 



Or go for the gusto with this 36” DCS 6 burner range top with huge burners 

Model  CPV366-N  and our low price is only $ 1999.99 



This 30” DCS BBQ with rotisserie  and temp gauge in new like state just landed. 

BH1-30R-N  for  $ 1999.99 



Ladies and Gentleman,   this is the Fisher Paykel 36” Range. All Gas and 5 burners 

The newest version of is and we are selling it for $ 2499.99 



And last but not least, except in price, is this little beauty.  Made by Avanti. 

Under counter fridge with glass door and adjustable shelves 

Brand new in the box for only  $ 299.99. 

Hurry in for best  

selection .  Product 

moves fast around 

here. So don’t delay. 


